
Spiceology Teams Up With Marley Kitchen to
Launch Taste-Good, Feel-Good Line of
Seasonings

Leading spice company brings Marley Kitchen’s value of
nourishment of the mind and body to life through Caribbean-
inspired spice blends

NEWS RELEASE BY SPICEOLOGY

 Spiceology, a leading spice and flavor company, is announcing its collaboration with Marley

Kitchen, the food-driven brand created by members of Bob Marley's family to share the soul and

spirit of the Caribbean. Now available for purchase, the line of Caribbean-inspired seasonings was

developed with the culinary support of Cedella Marley and the Marley Family.

“We’re advocates for experimenting with flavor while nourishing the mind, body and soul, and one

of the most important aspects of that comes down to what we put in our bodies,” said Cedella

Marley of Marley Kitchen. “We knew we wanted to work with Spiceology to bring our

interpretation of the flavors of the Caribbean to life because of their commitment to high-quality

ingredients and lack of fillers. We value this as a family and a community and felt confident that

working with Spiceology would help us bring our flavors to tables around the world.”

Inspired by some of Bob Marley’s favorite dishes and his health-forward focus on food, the new

blends, One Love, One Heart and One World, were intended to be paired with whole foods, grains

and vegetable-forward dishes.

One Love ($14.95): Hemp Heart & Honey Ginger Butter Blend - This warm and sweet

blend offers flavor notes of earthiness from Hemp Hearts and Turmeric, richness from

Butter Powder, and a warm sweetness from Honey Granules, Cinnamon, Vanilla, and

Ginger; this blend is ideal for granola, yogurt, lamb, rice pilafs, quinoa, hummus,

compound butter, and Jamaican toto bread.

One Heart ($14.95): Jamaican Curry Blend - Drawing inspiration from traditional

Jamaican curries and African flavors, this blend is warm but not spicy, complex yet

approachable. With strong notes of Coriander, Mustard, Cumin, and Ginger, this blend

was designed to elevate chicken, fish, lentils, and legumes.

One World ($14.95): Cardamom Coconut BBQ Blend - With the perfect balance of

sweetness, citrus and heat and inspired by traditional Berbere blends of Africa, this

blend’s layers of warm and tropical ingredients were thoughtfully added in, including

Turmeric and Coconut Sugar. Try this on lentils, legumes, fish, stews, and chicken.
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“While creating these blends, we prioritized ingredients like Hemp Hearts, Ginger, Fenugreek, and

Turmeric,” said Chef Tony Reed, Senior Director of Innovation and Partnerships. “These are

ingredients with amazing flavor that are good for you, while also bringing the flavors of the

Caribbean to life. Whether you’re making granola or a curry, these blends offer flavor profiles that

might be new to many home cooks and some chefs and will be fun to experiment with.”

The blends can be found on Spiceology.com and are available in individual 9 oz glass jars and a

3-pack of 2 oz glass jars. For more information, see here.     

 

ABOUT SPICEOLOGY

 

Founded in 2013, Spiceology is the fastest-growing spice company in America and is on a

mission to bring the magic back to spices, the world’s first currency. The chef-owned and

operated, one-stop spice shop develops innovative blends and offers over 400

ingredients that are ground fresh in small-batches and shipped fresh to consumers and

chefs. Spiceology’s “experiment with flavor” ethos is not only embraced through

excellent ingredients and unique combinations, but also through responsible business

practices designed to create a better world with diversity, equity and inclusion at the

heart of the workforce. Spiceology products can be found on spiceology.com, in

specialty retailers and grocers, in restaurants around the US, and as far away as Australia
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and Dubai. Visit spiceology.com for more information or to place an order, or follow

Spiceology on Facebook and Instagram. For recipe inspiration, visit here.

 

ABOUT MARLEY MERCHANDISING LLC.

 

The Marley brand honors the timeless values of Bob Marley by uniting people around

the world under the banner of One Love. Marley Merchandising, LLC, a wholly owned

Marley family entity, owns, licenses and markets a portfolio of Marley consumer brands

globally, including: House of Marley®, Marley Beverage Co™, Marley Natural®, Marley

One™, Marley Kitchen®, Marley Coffee®, and Bob Marley®. For more information, visit

bobmarley.com and @bobmarley on social media.
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